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Intellectual Property Litigation: Managing Outside
Counsel Costs
By Gaston Kroub
For corporate counsel, intellectual property litigation can present tremendous challenges—particularly
with respect to cost management. Irrespective of whether
corporate counsel is at a company embroiled in largescale patent litigation like Samsung & Apple, or trying
to enforce a trademark against a small-scale infringer,
intellectual property litigation is frequently a key area
of strategic interest for companies. Accompanying that
interest, however, is an awareness that intellectual property litigation (particularly those cases involving patents)
is an expensive endeavor. Managing the impact of that
expense on a particular company remains a challenge
for corporate counsel, who are usually not privy to the
inner workings of the legal marketplace for intellectual
property litigation services, and are often pressed to
select outside counsel on short time frames and without
a lot of time for “comparison shopping” in terms of fee
structures. Despite this general opacity, it is indisputable
that intellectual property litigation costs remain a pressing area of concern for companies of all sizes, whether
they be asserting their intellectual property in an attempt
to generate revenue in an effort to boost their share price,
or defensively engaged in defending their rights against
infringement claims raised by competitors and, quite
frequently, patent trolls.
The reason that intellectual property litigation costs
are an area of concern for companies is tied to both the
complex nature of the subject matter and the propensity
for that complexity to drive up outside counsel costs.
We can use patent litigation as an example. There is little
dispute that patent cases, from both an average cost and
maximum cost perspective, are very expensive relative to
other frequently encountered litigation matters. Unsurprisingly, the single biggest contributor to the high cost of
patent litigation (and other intellectual property litigation
for that matter) is outside counsel fees, or the cost of hiring experienced counsel with both patent and litigation
experience to handle a particular case. Just as there is a
wide range (in terms of experience, locale, and type of
law firm) of potential patent litigators available for companies to hire, so there is a wide variety of fee structures
that have been deployed by companies wishing to retain
their services. Importantly, new structures continue to
be experimented with, as companies search for the right
formula to secure the services of competent, driven, and
skilled attorneys who will handle their case efficiently—
while winning, of course.
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Just how expensive are outside counsel fees in patent
litigation? Some examples. At the highest end, consider
the reported expenditure on outside counsel by Samsung
on its series of “smartphone wars” patent cases with
Apple. There are a number of reports that Samsung has
already incurred legal costs in the hundreds of millions
of dollars on just those set of cases. Apple, with its own
army of lawyers (from three different leading law firms),
has surely spent serious money on those cases as well. Of
course, the overwhelming majority of patent cases are not
of the scale or importance of Apple v. Samsung. That said,
it is important to realize that the upper range of patent
litigation costs is measured in the millions, and sometimes tens of millions. Some other examples. One area
of continuing and frequent patent litigation activity is
the battles between large pharmaceutical companies and
generic drug manufacturers over patent rights to blockbuster drugs that could be offered in a generic version.
Each of those cases normally carries a litigation budget in
the millions, with each side willing to absorb the cost because of the commercial importance of those cases. What
about “patent toll” cases where a non-practicing entity
brings lawsuits against a variety of large companies in
the hopes of extracting quick settlements? While the trolls
themselves are typically represented by contingency firms
(who usually reserve 40-50% of the recovery, with the
higher amount usually depending on whether they are
also covering other litigation expenses in addition to their
own fees), defense costs for a troll case can easily rise into
the millions, especially if such a case goes to trial. And
the trolls know that a minimum outlay for the defense of
these cases can reach into the hundreds of thousands of
dollars very quickly, a fact that the trolls exploit to extract
settlements quickly. In all, troll suits can heavily impact
a litigation budget, particularly for frequent litigants like
Samsung, Apple, Google and other technology companies, in addition to major retailers (whether online or
brick and mortar) whose websites are frequently targeted
by patent trolls. Nor are smaller companies spared these
costs. The complexity of a patent case is usually tied to the
number of issues involved, rather than the size of a litigant. So the small company forced to sue an even smaller
competitor will also need to contend with the likelihood
of a sizable legal bill.
While we have focused on patent litigation costs as
an example, other intellectual property litigation can also
generate large attorney fees. For company counsel, it is of-
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ten difficult to evaluate whether a company is pursuing a
sound strategy in regards to its hiring of outside counsel
to help with its intellectual property litigation needs. And
make no mistake, the handling of intellectual property
litigation costs should be a critical factor in assessing the
stewardship of company counsel over a company’s legal
budget, even if only because of the higher-than-usual risk
for those engagements to generate large fees. Because
of the likely scrutiny over their selection of intellectual
property counsel, there is an increasing reluctance to
pay outside counsel their full hourly rates, or even on
full (35%+) contingency arrangements when it comes
to plaintiff-side work. Companies today have instead
pursued creative fee arrangements with outside intellectual property litigation counsel. Those efforts should
be applauded. In all cases, company counsel should
be prepared to provide an explanation to management
as to the search process used to retain outside counsel,
and why a particular fee arrangement is in place for any
existing cases.
Flat-fee arrangements have deservedly generated a
lot of attention recently, particularly in the intellectual
property litigation space. While this is a welcome development, company counsel should give care to not only
negotiate the flat fee amount, but also the composition of
the legal team. This is important because the composition
of the legal team is as important as the amount that team
costs to put on the field, and even within a law firm there
can be great variations in terms of experience level and
ability to focus on a particular matter among attorneys.
Ignoring team composition on a deal to pay a law firm a
flat-fee for a representation will usually—in the absence
of a specific commitment otherwise—incentivize that
firm to have as much of the work done as possible by
cheaper, less experienced attorneys within the firm. This
incentive to ”push work down” and free up the more
experienced lawyers is a frequent problem in contingency engagements as well, but at the same time is not an
excuse to blindly pay full hourly rates to secure outside
counsel’s attention either. Company counsel simply must
be mindful of the options available when deciding on the
fee structure they will use with outside counsel for their
intellectual property litigation matters.
Of course, most companies want to hire the most
qualified lawyers for their matters, even if it means paying a premium for their services on occasion. There is a
place for the latter approach, just as there is a case to be
made that companies should place equal value on using
fee structures that maintain their flexibility to add or subtract from their litigation teams as needed. For example,
patent and other intellectual property cases can often be
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filed nationwide, and while there is often great value to a
company to have its core outside litigation team located
close by, quite frequently cases are filed and even come to
trial in far-flung jurisdictions. In those cases hiring a wellregarded local trial attorney to help present the case can
be of great value. Securing reputable representation, while
maintaining the flexibility to add firepower when necessary, should be a goal for corporate counsel facing a need
for outside litigation counsel to deal with an intellectual
property matter.
Ultimately, every company needs to get this critical task—finding and securing the services of effective
outside counsel at a manageable cost—right if it hopes to
successfully handle intellectual property litigation matters from both a business and legal perspective. Aligning
incentives with the lawyers who will be arguing the company’s cause in court as much as possible is advisable. To
that end, companies should seek out qualified lawyers
who are willing to: 1) try and handle matters on a flat-fee
basis, 2) commit to having only experienced lawyers on
the core team, and have that core team assign the highest
level of priority to servicing the cases they are retained to
handle, 3) be flexible in working with other vendors (and
even other outside counsel) in a particular case, and 4) be
willing to commit to handling multiple cases on similar
terms if that is in the interests of the company. In short,
company counsel should aim for win-win relationships
with a core group of qualified intellectual property litigators. They will need to, as the traditional fee structures
used in these cases becomes more of a hindrance to effective cost-management. At minimum, company counsel
should identify what types of fee structures would work
for their company when it comes to intellectual property
litigation matters, and be willing to discuss their findings
with both their outside counsel and management. Engaging in that effort is an important first step to effective cost
management of intellectual property litigation costs, an
important goal for many companies in today’s challenging marketplace.
Gaston Kroub is a partner in at Locke Lord LLP’s
New York office where he serves as lead counsel on various intellectual property litigation matters. His experience includes litigating patent and other intellectual
property cases through trial and appeal. While his practice has always focused on patent litigation, Gaston’s
litigation experience also extends to trade secret, trademark, copyright and false advertising matters. Gaston
has been selected to New York-Metro Super Lawyers for
2013 for Intellectual Property Litigation. In addition, he
is a registered patent attorney in the United States.
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